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"Ruby Sparks" is new comedy, fantasy and romantic movie 2012. It is directed by Jonathan Dayton,
Valerie Faris. It is produced by Albert Berger, Bart Lipton, Ron Yerxa. And written by Zoe
Kazan.Watch online Ruby Sparks movie in Full HD/DVD/ipod/divX All Qualities are Here

Music is given by Nick Urata and editing by Pamela Martin.A novelist struggling with writer's block
finds romance in a most unusual way: by creating a female character he thinks will love him, then
willing her into existence.

Movie Review (Synopsis):

Ruby Sparks, already has enough going for it that Iâ€™ll forgive its new name change â€“ to Ruby from its
working title, He Loves Me, which feels a bit less movie-of-the-week and a touch more substantial.
Title issues aside, Kazanâ€™s first foray into screenwriting sees the return of directors Jonathan Dayton
and Valerie Faris (helming their first feature since 2006's Little Miss Sunshine), is marked by a
talented cast (Paul Dano, Kazan, Antonio Banderas, Annette Bening, Steve Coogan, Elliot Gould,
Chris Messina, and Deborah Ann Woll), and comes with a plotline thatâ€™s a thought-provoking twist on
the romantic comedy.

While details on the film have been slim, an announcement email from Fox Searchlight sent out
today not only reveals the name change and a limited release date (July 25), it also discloses the
full synopsis of the film. The film centers on Paul Danoâ€˜s character, a once-successful young author
who is felled by some intense writerâ€™s block and a dismal love life. When he starts writing about a
new character, Ruby, Calvinâ€™s spark comes back â€“ but everything is thrown into disarray when he
discovers Ruby (Kazan) in his apartment.

But, not for the first time, all it takes for a man to be inspired is the right woman, who in this case is
Ruby (Kazan), an offbeat redhead with luminous blue eyes Calvin meets in a park. Immediately, the
words start to flow again as he works on his Olympic portable. â€œIt's almost like I'm writing to spend
time with her,â€• he marvels as the pages begin to accumulate. Suddenly, however, she materializes in
his apartment, his imaginary muse suddenly flesh and blood before his eyes.

The most conventional scenes, in which Calvin has his brother Harry (Chris Messina) over to
convince him that Ruby's for real, are also among the funniest. It's Harry who challenges Calvin to
write something to see if Ruby follows suit. When, just short of the story's halfway point, Calvin
finally accepts the reality of the power he has over his dream girl, he vows, â€œI'll never write about her
again.â€•Further abrupt personality shifts and relationship imbalances follow, but when Kazan seems
to have written herself into an inescapable corner, she manages with impressive dexterity to
address the manifestly implausible nature of her creation on the way to a resolution that's sweet
and, happily, doesn't feel like a cheat.

It's an intimate, tightly focused tale that's been handled with impressive rigor but not too insistent a
touch by Dayton and Faris. The fleet filmmaking style, which briskly moves things along but never
feels manipulative or invasive, is invigorating, as are the exceptionally luminous images created by
cinematographer Matthew Libatique; the palette is simultaneously soft and vivid, making wonderful
use of light as well as the multiple architectural levels of Calvin's spare, modern apartment. Long
active in music videos, the directors also have summoned up a most distinctive soundtrack rooted in
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Nick Urata's unusually original score.

A couple in real life, Dano and Kazan individually and together project what is often called offbeat
appeal. His large head and mop of hair atop a slim frame convincingly representing an egghead
writer, Dano registers many different temperatures of doubt, frustration, inspiration, love and
creativity. A sparkling personality shining through regardless of circumstances, Kazan injects earthy
life into a fantasy character, capping her extremes of behavior in a wild scene in which Calvin
rapidly types conflicting commands to which Ruby instantly responds.

Thatâ€™s part of the lofty concept behind Ruby Sparks, the first movie from directors Jonathan Dayton
and Valerie Faris since the 2006 indie hit Little Miss Sunshine. Here, the filmmaking duo flip a
screenplay written by star, and first-time scribe, Zoe Kazan, who plays a made-up dream girl
spawned from a struggling, introverted, and depressed novelistâ€™s (Paul Dano) typewriter.

Named, thatâ€™s right, Ruby Sparks, the writerâ€™s latest fictional character somehow appears in real life
and, unbeknownst to her, is at his mercy; if he types, â€œRuby barks like a dog,â€• she has to make like a
pooch. How Kazanâ€™s impressively funny and thought-provoking script plays with that concept is what
gives Ruby Sparks its quirky and unconventionally romantic excellence. Itâ€™s a date movie for the
thinking man and his equally educated girlfriend.
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Characters are playing roles as:

Deborah Ann Woll

Antonio Banderas

Paul Dano is playing as Calvin

Alia Shawkat is playing as Mabel

Annette Bening is playing as Gertrude

Steve Coogan

Chris Messina

Zoe Kazan is playing as Ruby Sparks

Elliott Gould

Aasif Mandvi

Barrett Perlman is playing as Gym Girl

Wallace Langham is playing as Warren

Toni Trucks is playing as Susie



John F. Beach is playing as Adam

Eleanor Seigler is playing as Mandi
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